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Judge Carson.
Please find in accompaniment here-to, a Copy of a Transcript which we have composed of the Meeting
which you so gracefully hosted with us on last Friday Afternoon. We should also have copies of our Tapes of that
meeting delivered to you in the mail by Monday. Here-by you can double-check for yourself about any concerns you
may have with the Transcript’s accuracy.
We have given a sketchy verbal description of that Meeting to many of the Leaders of “We the People” of
the Constitutionally-Lawful “State of Oregon”. Those Leaders are very Pleased with this Progress along the
“Pathway of Peace”. But they have made it Clear that they Need Reasonable Evidence Placed Before Them, in order
for their Consciences to be Clear before YHVH that their placing their “Trust” in those of us participating in this
effort is “Justified”. Here-under, they Need & Demand the Details of these kinds of meetings, & here-under much
pressure is on us to make Public-Release of this Transcript & Tapes to All of “We the People” of Oregon .
We here-under ask that you let us know of any Objection that you may have to our proposed Public-Release
of these materials, within Ten Days from your receipt of the fax. We will keep the document between just a trusted
few until these concerns are resolved.
Especially let us know if you find any Errors in the Transcribing, which I “Charles Bruce, Stewart”, did
personally Complete, with some assistance from one of our associates which you first met, “Rod Schmidt”. I
sincerely believe there to be No Significant Errors in the Transcript. As you surely know, in a Document of this
length, there will inevitably be some minor errors. Minor chatter, & one lengthy portion which I felt to be slightly
off-point, were Deleted, for efficiency’s sake. It is already 31 pages, in the small 10-point font. I felt such moves
were “Justified”. You & the others affected there-by can review these things when you receive the tapes .
Further, the Titling & Formatting, especially with the Header; may be found to be Objectionable to yourself.
If so, please set forth an Alternative Title which you would prefer, & we will make sincere & heart-felt efforts to
accommodate your concerns.
There is a “Middle-Ground” levels of our needs here. The particular Leaders in this Movement to Restore
Harmony with Fundamental Constitutional Principles, are quite Thirsty for this Information, & greater Pressure is on
us to at-least Release it to them, soon. We could just Release these materials to them, with a specific request that
they not use it as a Tool for positively affecting Public-Policy; at least for some specific time-period. If you have
needs here, please share them with us, & we will again make sincere efforts to accommodate.
From your Courageous & Honorable Posture in the Hosting of that Meeting, we would be surprised by any
Objection from you to our Public-Release of these materials. It seems to us that you probably considered that it is
Now Time to Address These Concerns Publicly, especially in view of the “Constructive Notice of Treason”
Documents which have recently been placed before you & so many others involved with what currently passes as a
“Constitutional Judiciary” for this good “State of Oregon”. With these “Constructive-Notice of Treason” Documents
Clearly in the Record, it seems to us that every-one on your-side would be Highly Motivated to Make the PublicRecord that there is No Grounds for “Reasonable Men” to find that they are Involved in any such Evils.
However, it never ceases to amaze us that Some People Have “No Shame”. They have “No Conscience”.
Their “Oath to Support the Constitutions” of America & Oregon are nothing more than Superficial WindowDressing to them. Here-under we “Pray for the Best, & Prepare for the Worst”. We will exhaust ourselves in
maintaining our claim to be Respectful & Honorable People. It’s the Christian “Love of Neighbor” thing. It’s the
“Do Un-to Others, As you would have done Un-to You” ... thing. And we recognize that your position probably
places immense forms of Pressure upon you of which very few people are able to perceive. Under these concerns, we
will exhaust ourselves in making every reasonable accommodation for your needs which we are capable of making.
However, We Can-Not Compromise the “Welfare of the People”. Sorry. Its God’s Will.

Perhaps some of the purported Experts on the God of Israel from the well-financed so-called “AntiDefamation League”, who are so Ready to sponsor the “Simulating Legal Process” legislation which is so
“Terrorizing” to our “Common-Law Court People”, perhaps those-ones could be motivated to meat with us in the
“Temple of Justice” there in “Shalom” - “Salem” Oregon. There are multitudes of possibilities as-to how this all can
break. All we are saying, is that we will let you & your associates retain a great amount of Control, just so long as we
can see that “Reasonable Progress” is being made in addressing these Concerns.
But If we should begin to see that the “War” is Continuing against Oregon’s Godly People ... With-out Any
Reasonable Progress being made to accommodate a Shift from that downwardly tail-spinning Status-Quo of Evil;
then Our God YHVH has directed that we “Do What-Ever is Necessary” to Insure that “His People” should Not be
Reduced to the “Slavery” of the Babylonian-based Slave-Trading Codes; as previously described to you & your
associate Administrative-Judges in the “Constructive Notice of Treason” Documents which were presented to you-all
on the 16th of this November here.
On the point of how to progress form here, we well noted that in your minds how you feel a Compulsion to
Require a particular “Case or Controversy” ... before you &/or the other Members of the Court can Facilitate
“Administration of Justice”. In refection upon your words on that point, we must voice concern that the only way we
seem to be able to get Respectful Attention is by way of mentioning “Treason”. Here-under, we will probably have to
be bringing this charge forth, as an immediate back-up against any & all “Public-Servants” who Fail to make
Reasonable Efforts to Support the Constitutions of Oregon & the USA. This is just one of many Negative Aspects of
the “Adversarial-System” of the Roman-based Civil-Law, under which You Civil/Administrative Courts operate.
“Christian/Common-Law Courts ” are much more Spiritually-Sensitive. They were “Inquisitorial” in a
Natural & “Conscionable” sort of way. As you are probably aware, the Jurors would go out into the Community &
Inform themselves of any “Facts in Question” concerning any particular “Controversy” brought before them. The
Jurors were the “Judges”, & they made Sufficient “Inquiry” into the Controversy ... so-as-to “Administer Justice” in a
Conscionable-manner, all with great reverence for well-settled Precedent.
I didn’t plan on making this another lengthy discourse on the sources of American & Oregon Constitutional
Law, but I seem compelled to squeeze-in the following Citation here:
“... all Englishmen twelve years of age or older were ... members of a frankpledge group, a group of about
ten men who ... assumed the duties of maintaining the peace and providing a sort of collective suretyship. ... it
compelled the populace to police itself by ... the most efficient police system in Western Europe.”
“Origins of the Common Law” Author R. Hogue; Prfsr History, Harvard Unvsty. 1966. Pg:137
This Citation shows this “Inquisitorial” Common-Law Process to have contributed to “The Most Efficient
Police System in Western Europe.” I am tempted to get into a lengthy discourse as-to how this “Inquisitorial”
Common-Law Process is a “Science” for “Divining” Sociological “Natural-Law”. But a number of concerns
immediately mushroom rudely in my face telling me that such a course would detract from the basically Godly
Mission of Securing Justice & Peace for “the People”, which is the more pressing concern here-in.
Here-under, I must Summarize to the effect that by way of Forcing us into this “Adversarial-System”, we
will be Forced to bring forth immediately to bear our Only Tool which seems to command Respect, & which seems to
truly address the Essence of our Problems. That is the “Treason” issue. And here-under were must Caution that this
Indictment will be immediately Attached to Any & All who Evidence a “Culpable Mental State” in Failing to uphold their Constitutional Duty to “We the People”. This is Not how “Christians” work-out “Ought” between
themselves, sir. A few quick verses in support of such are:
Matthew: 5:23: Therefore if thou bring thy gift to the altar, and there rememberest that thy brother
hath ought against thee; Leave there thy gift before the altar, and go thy way and first Make Peace with thy
Opponent at Law, and then come and offer thy gift. 25 Be Quick to Come to Terms with thy Opponent ... .
6:1: Therefore take no thought, saying, What shall we eat? or, What shall we drink? or, with what
shall we be clothed? 32 For after all these things do the Heathen’s seek; and surely your heavenly Father
knoweth that ye have need of these things. 33 But seek ye first the kingdom of God, and his righteousness;
and all these things shall be added unto you. 34 Take therefore no thought for the morrow: for the morrow
shall take thought for the things of itself. Sufficient unto the day is the evil thereof.
18: 15: Moreover if thy brother shall trespass against thee, go and tell him his fault between thee and
him alone: if he shall hear thee, thou hast gained thy brother. 16 But if he will not hear thee, then take with
thee one or two more, that in the mouth of two or three witnesses every word may be established. 17 And if he

shall neglect to hear them, tell it unto the church: but if he neglect to hear the church, let him be unto thee as
an heathen man and a tax collector.
I went to a church a few weeks back that called itself “Messianic Jews” here in the SE Portland area . There
are a number of them in the yellow pages. They are mostly refugees from the Pharisee-based Babylonian-Talmud,
who have come to the realization that the document posted by Pontius Pilate at the top of the Cross/Stake, & which
stated “Jesus of Nazareth, The King of the Jews” (John 19:19), was Not used “Mockingly”. There are many different
texts which elaborate on this unfashionable interpretation of Christian/Israelite History, such as:
“At some point in the past, it was assumed, on the basis of speculative interpretation, that Pilate must
have intended the title mockingly. To have assumed otherwise would have been to raise a number awkward
questions. Today most Christians blindly accept, as if it were a matter of established fact, that Pilate used the
title in derision. But this is not established fact at all. If one reads the Gospels themselves, with no
preconceptions whatever, there is nothing to suggest that the title was not used in all seriousness — was not
perfectly legitimate and acknowledged as such by at least some of Jesus contemporaries, including Pilate. So
far as the Gospels themselves are concerned, Jesus may indeed have been the King of the Jews — and/or been
so regarded. It is only tradition which has persuaded people otherwise. To suggest that Jesus may actually
have been King of the Jews is not, therefore, to stand at variance with the evidence. It is merely to stand at
variance with a long established tradition — a long established system of beliefs based ultimately on someone’s
speculative interpretation. If anything stands at variance with the evidence, it is this system of beliefs. For in
Matthew’s account of Jesus birth, the three ‘wise men’ ask. “Where is the infant King of the Jews”? If Pilate
intended the title to be derisive, what is one to make of the question of the magi? Did they too, intend it as
derisive? Surely not. Yet if they were referring to a legitimate title, why should not Pilate have been so as
well?”
“Messianic Legacy” (Dell 1986), pages 16 & 17. The sequel to “Holy Blood, Holy Grail” (Dell, 1983).
Both by Michael Baigent, Richard Leigh, & Henry Lincoln.
The Point Is that Christ Jesus words above, not only speak-for traditionally recognizable “Christians”, but
they also speak for All True “Israelites”. The Pharisees “Chief Priests” were so consumed with their Blood-lust that
they confessed “We have No King but Cesar”. (John 19:15). As a “Matter of Law” ... this left the “Helm” of the
“Ship of State” for the “Israelite/Jewish Nation” ... firmly in the hands of the Followers of Messiah/Christ Jesus, ie:
“the Christians”.
The Kings of England claimed their so-called “Divine Right of Kings” was based on a direct lineal heritage
blood-line decent from the immediate family of David & Jesus. Thirst for Good Government was purportedly
programed into their DNA Code. This is the essence of the “Holy Blood, Holy Grail” book above mentioned, &
numerous others similar. Whether such have any basis in reality or not, the history is clear that those who Nailed
Christ Jesus to the Cross/Stake have been At Continuous War with the True Israelite/Jewish People since they were
reduced to Slavery under the Egyptian & Babylonian Slave-Traders.
YHVH’s People are Not to be Slaves. The Price of their “Liberty” has been Paid through the Perfect Blood
of the Messiah/Christ Jesus, “The King of the Jews”.
If you Force us into your Babylonian-Code-based “Adversarial-System”, we will seek to bring the Power of
Our God YHVH in with us. We will Fight Against such Adversaries with Every Means Available so that we may
Secure the “Liberty” of God’s People.
It seems to me that there are much easier ways of resolving these controversies, sir.
You have my phone number.
You have my EMail Address.
Feel free to share all of these materials with others as you may see fit.
Glory to God.

_____________________________________________
Charles Bruce, Stewart.

